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Dear lecturer, I have passed PAT/PMP3701 last year, but not VAR3701/02,
and because I have changed slightly my concept, I've did this template.
VAR3701/201

TEMPLATE FOR RESEARCH ESSAY PLANNING
STUDENT NAME: Anabela Duarte (Bella Du Arte) St.nr. 3310-041-1
1. THEMATIC CONCERN (Subject matter/area of personal interest/topic:
Motivate your interest by providing some background, including your decision to work with this theme.)

I've been obsessing over dreams that come when I'm going through stressful time.
Often my dreams involve escaping, metamorphosis and transmutation, that affect the skin,
with deterioration and disintegration, ending with transmogrifying into light.
Like a snake shedding its skin, cocooning and becoming an ethereal butterfly.
2.

DEFINE THE BROAD CONCEPTS (What are the concerns and questions underlying the context?)

In a way is about freeing oneself from fears and doubts, self-torment and from trying to
keep up with expectations of abusive family members that keep telling you to shut up and that
"you are not good enough".

3.

TO WHAT EXTENT DOES YOUR WORK REFLECT A CONTEMPORARY AND CRITICAL
SENSIBILITY? IMPORTANT: HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR THEME ENGAGES WITH SOCIAL /
POLITICAL / HISTORICAL / PHILOSOPHICAL OR CULTURAL CONTEXT?

It is more of a social issue: abuse from parentage delivers damaged people into the society,
and if not taken cared of, creates a cascating failure that ripples and ends up affecting the
next person and how dreams help alleviate during harder times.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY (Describe your creative process and visual and theoretical methodology)

After brainstorming keywords and ideas, I've started researching about traumas, fears,
doubts, phobias, metamorphosis, transformation, transmogrifying, modifying oneself to
fit or free from expectations, and artists (past and contemporary) that worked with
similar issues to help me to convene the concept.

VAR3701/201
5. FORMAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Explain and motivate your choices regarding the relationship between subject matter, techniques, media and form of
presentation:

I've been trying to recreate representations of skin in a universal way, by using other
materials, like plastic bubble wrap that I tear apart off my body like getting rid of a cocoon
freeing the inner light.
Also worked with the idea of dolls, music boxes and not having a voice, and feeling like a dummy.

6. NAME AND EXPLAIN HOW 2 ARTISTS HAVE VISUALLY DEALT WITH A SIMILAR CONCEPT.
ALSO NAME ONE WORK PER ARTIST AND ATTACH THE IMAGES.

I've been looking into not 2 but 3 artists: Salvador Dali, regarded as the painter of dreams,
often painted his visions, hallucinations and nightmares with bizarre exaggeration through
the use of surrealism; Louise Bourgeois who's work with traumas, domesticity and the family,
sexuality and the body, as well as death and the subconscious; and Mr.Revenge(Ricky
Romero) an contemporary artist in instagram, who illustrates fears and nightmares through
horror and creepy art.
7. BIBLIOGRAPHY: At least 10 BOOKS, journal articles and websites that critically engage with
contemporary art discourse (no Wikipedia sources)

. The Secret Life Of Salvador Dalí by Salvador Dalí
. Diary of a Genius by Salvador Dali
. In Quest of Dalí by Carlton Lake
. Dalí by Luis Romero
. Louise Bourgeois: An Unfolding Portrait by Deborah Wye
. Intimate Geometries: The Art and Life of Louise Bourgeois by Robert Store
. https://culturacolectiva.com/art/louise-bourgeois-fearful-artwork
. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZDFmvRwy6Zg https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Vbhxr6ud8b4 https://www.guggenheim.org/video/louise-bourgeois
. https://www.instagram.com/mrrevenge/
. https://www.etsy.com/shop/ScaryBearyAndCompany
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THEME: From Fears to Dreams

VAR3701
= Project 2 =

CONCEPT: The anxiety of the feeling meaningless, manipulated, imprisoned, and wanting to break free
Transmogrifying (Mutation -> Transformation->Metamorphosis)
AIMS: analysing the change from childhood to womanhood, the search of one’s identity,
trying to break free from family constrains and expectations
while navigating anxiety fears that leads to escapist dreams.

Quote by R.H. Sin
(image from www.me.me)

Time after time, family members have told me that
I was a huge disappointment because
I kept failing everyone’s expectations.
I’ve been told that I should be already married with
my own family, and to stop dreaming and
wasting my years, to stop squander money in
these silly studies since they aren’t even a priority
in a woman’s life, to be more responsible and to
just find a good rich guy and have babies because
I’m not getting any younger and neither are they
and I will have to take care of them someday.

Female Indoctrination

IKEA

-> my inscape

About Fears <- Feeling powerless
Lost in the Dark
“The tv show ‘Servant’, which seemingly refers to Leanne, the
only member of the Turner's household staff. But it also seems

to be a reference to the fear of the power children have over us,

the power to make us servants of their needs and whims—and
in doing so, completely alter the identities we had before.

Isn’t that the ultimate fear, that parenthood could turn us into
people we despise? These are the anxieties of a culture that
demands procreation, and yet has plenty of disdain for people
who decide to do it, a society that finds women who don’t want

children strange and suspect but comes up with names like
“mombies” for those who do have them. Parenthood is basically
synonymous with madness, and it’s a madness to which men
are largely immune.

Gabrielle Bruney
https://www.esquire.com/entertainment/tv/a30110635/apple-tv-plus-servant-review/

Fears turns into anxiety -> anxiety turns into nightmares (bad breams)

Louise Bourgeois (25/12/1911 – 31/05/2010)
was a French-American artist best

known for her large-scale sculpture
and installation art. She explored a

variety of themes over the course of
her long career including domesticity

and the family, sexuality and the body,
as well as death and the unconscious.

These themes connect to events from

her childhood which she considered to
be a therapeutic process. Although
Bourgeois exhibited with the Abstract

Expressionists and her work has much in common with Surrealism and Feminist art, she was not formally
affiliated with a particular artistic movement. (wikipedia)

Art about/based on Dreams:

Oneiric (film theory)
In film theory, the term oneiric ("pertaining to dreams") refers to the depiction of dream-like states or to
the use of the metaphor of a dream or the dream-state in the analysis of a film. (wikipedia)
Filmmakers described as using oneiric or dreamlike elements in their films:
. Sergei Parajanov (e.g., Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors),
. David Lynch (e.g., Twin Peaks, Mulholland Drive),
. Andrei Tarkovsky (e.g. Andrei Rublev and Solaris),
. Stan Brakhage (e.g., Dog Star Man),
. Michelangelo Antonioni (e.g. The Passenger),
. Jaromil Jireš (e.g., Valerie and Her Week of Wonders),
. Krzysztof Kieslowski (e.g. The Double Life of Veronique),
. Federico Fellini (e.g., Amarcord),
. Ingmar Bergman (e.g., Wild Strawberries),
. Jean Cocteau (e.g., Orphic Trilogy),
. Raúl Ruiz (e.g., City of Pirates),
. Edgar G. Ulmer (e.g., The Black Cat),
. Jacques Tourneur (e.g., I Walked With a Zombie),
. Maya Deren,
. Wojciech Has,
. and Kenneth Anger. (wikipedia)

Notable works directly based on dreams (wikipedia)
Film:
Several films of Andrei Tarkovsky, most notably The Mirror
The major films of Sergei Parajanov, most notably Sayat
Nova and Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors
Much of the filmography of David Lynch (e.g. Eraserhead,
Blue Velvet, Mulholland Drive, etc.)
The Brother from Another Planet by John Sayles
Comics:
Dreams (1990) by Akira Kurosawa
Many short works of Julie Doucet
Many works of Federico Fellini (1920–1993)
Meshes of the Afternoon (1943), At Land (1944), and Many short works of David B.
Jim by Jim Woodring
Ritual in Transfigured Time (1946) by Maya Deren.
Psychonaut by Aleksandar Zograf
3 Women (1977) by Robert Altman
Rare Bit Fiends by Rick Veitch
Waking Life (2001) by Richard Linklater
Slow Wave by Jesse Reklaw
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004) and
Science of Sleep (2006) by Michel Gondry
The works of Luis Buñuel
Paprika (2006) by Satoshi Kon
Eyes Wide Shut (1999) by Stanley Kubrick
Inception (2010) directed by Christopher Nolan

Visual art:
Many works by William Blake (1757–1827)
Many works by Salvador Dalí (1904–1989)
Many works by Man Ray
Many works by Max Magnus Norman
Many works by Elle Nicolai
Many works by Odilon Redon (1840–1916)
Many works by Jonathan Borofsky (born 1942)
Many works by Jim Shaw (born 1952)
Many works by David Reisman (born 1958)
Many works by Jane Gifford (www.janegifford.co.uk)
The works of Alan Sweeney
Online illustrated daily dreams of Robin Whitmore
Many works by Kevin Coffee
Many works by Carl Linkhart
Alfredo Arcia's art
Sheila Heldebrand Toth's collages
Art presented on exhibitions of the International
Association for the Study of Dreams
Literature:
"Kubla Khan" (1816) by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (possibly
based on a dream provoked by opium)
Frankenstein (1818) by Mary Shelley
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886) by
Robert Louis Stevenson
The Dream-Quest of Unknown Kadath (1927) and other
works by H.P. Lovecraft
The Art of Dreaming (1993) ISBN 0-06-092554-X Carlos Castaneda
The Facts of Winter (2005) by Paul LaFarge
Most of Clive Barker's work
Dracula Bram Stoker claimed was inspired by a nightmare he had experienced

Sigmund Freud, who developed the psychological discipline of psychoanalysis and wrote
extensively about dream theories and their interpretations, explained dreams as

manifestations of one's deepest desires and anxieties, often relating to repressed childhood
memories or obsessions. In modern times, dreams have been seen as a connection to the
unconscious mind. They range from normal and ordinary to overly surreal and bizarre.

Dreams can have varying natures, such as being frightening, exciting, magical, melancholic,
adventurous, or sexual. The events in dreams are generally outside the control of the

dreamer, with the exception of lucid dreaming, where the dreamer is self-aware. (wikipedia)

Dreaming as a coping mechanism (escape)
In psychology, avoidance/avoidant coping or escape coping is a maladaptive coping
mechanism characterised by the effort to avoid dealing with a stressor. Coping refers to
behaviours that attempt to protect oneself from psychological damage.

From childhood to adulthood

Feelings:
-> doubts
-> insecurities
-> mistrust
-> social withdrawal
-> anxiety
-> fears

My 1st words (according to my granny) were:
“Cala boca”
Cala = Shut / Boca = Mouth
Translation: shut up

How many times must a baby hear something
before start repeating it?

(dreaming away)

ANONYMOUS
Why am I not enough?
Will I ever be accepted for who I am?
Will I ever be free to be who I am?

How do I stop being afraid to be who I am?
And who am I?
Who am I really?

What is visible? Is this me?

What it means to be a woman?
“Being a ‘woman’ is multifaceted, complex, and often unfair.
It’s a difficult gender to identify with. Society holds

us to ridiculous standards, outdated gender norms
are pervasive in our daily lives”…“although facing
criticism, is still a force to be reckoned with.”

Iona Cleave, ArtSci ’21
https://www.queensjournal.ca/story/2020-03-10/student-life/
what-being-a-woman-means-to-us-this-international-womens-day/

The story of Pandora is told
often partially: she was given a
box ( a jar actually) containing
all the horrors of the world, and
after being instructed to keep it
shut, she disobeys and opens it,
letting them all free. The End.
A cautionary tale “like another
tale of “forbidden fruit,” a reminder of the evils that will befall you if you
don’t follow the rules and stay in line.”
While the full version of the myth explains Pandora kept ‘Hope’ inside, a
formidable weapon to fight it all. “It’s a small detail that changes everything.”
Grace Dow

https://medium.com/@eruanna317/pandoras-box-2017-278cb0373cb8

Why is this ending often left out?

PANDORA
In Greek Mythology, she is the first (mortal) woman,
made out of earth by Hephaestus, ordered by Zeus

as a punishment, in revenge on man for obtaining fire
from Prometheus. (online dictionary)

She was assign to keep closed a pithos and was
forbidden to open, which out of curiosity she
disobeyed and all the evils that could trouble
humanity (locked inside by Prometheus) escaped
upon the world, as anticipated by the gods.
All except Hope. (wikipedia)
In Works and Days, Hesiod recites the
story of Pandora, to whom Hermes
gave “lies and wheedling words and
the heart of a thief,” opening the jar,
which released many terrible things
out onto the earth and “contrived
grief and trouble for humans” and
refers to the first women as a “lovely
evil” and says “from her is the race of
female women, from her is the deadly
race and tribes of women, a great
plague to mortals.” (wikipedia)

(Wikipedia)

Doll:
Is a model of a character, often used as a toy for children, and an artistic hobby for adults.
Dolls have also been used in traditional religious rituals throughout the world. (wikipedia)

Dummy:
Is a mannequin, an often articulated doll used by
artists, tailors, dressmakers, window dressers
and others especially to display or fit clothing.
The term is also used for life-sized dolls with
simulated airways used in the teaching of first
aid, CPR, and advanced airway management
skills such as tracheal intubation and for human
figures used in computer simulation to model the
behaviour of the human body. During the 1950s,
dummies were used in nuclear tests to help show
the effects of nuclear weapons on humans.
Ventriloquism, or ventriloquy, is an act of
stagecraft in which a person (a ventriloquist) creates the illusion that their voice is coming
from elsewhere, usually a puppeteers prop(also called a dummy). (wikipedia)

Assemble… disassemble…
Move like this…
Move like that…
Always silent…
Always ready…
Always compliant and flexible!

Music box ballerina…

… around around she goes

… at the wind up music…

… holding her in position
… forever!

Stock Photos for finals photomontage:

Doll boby
+ my face
+ music box?

“Sometimes we wear masks so
long to hide what we truly feel that
those layers
become an extra skin,
a part of our identity!”
R.H. Sin, Rest in the Mourning

Decay

Process of
making “skin” with facial :

. makeup foundation
. sunscreen
. self tanner

After a month: (the products failed to dry into a skin like product)

A

B

C

D

A+B

C

D

Skin is a material(organ) that acts as a barrier

Usage of bubble wraps reduces damage of items but at the same time
constrains and smothers = skin

Choice:

Freedom or Protection

Husk (Paige Guthrie) is a comic book fictional character
by Marvel Comics associated with the X-Men.

Being a mutant, Husk has the ability to remove one layer of skin - or "husk" - revealing an epidermis of a different

composition beneath, changing into variety of substances like metal or stone form. (wikipedia)

She was created by Fabian Nicieza and Tony Daniel and first fully appeared in X-Force #32 in 1994, although

she had appeared unnamed in the background in New Mutants Issue 42 (1986). (comicvine.gamespot.com)

Transmogrifying:

when a person or thing changes in a way that surprises you. (like a into Fenix)
He's a Dragon (or He is Dragon), also in
English territories as I Am Dragon (Russian:

Он – дракон, romanized: On – Drakón) is a
2015 Russian 3D romantic fantasy

adventure film written and directed by Indar
Dzhendubaev and produced by Timur

Bekmambetov's company Bazelevs, the main

roles were played by the pairs Maria
Poezzhaeva and Matvey Lykov.

The action takes place in a fictional fantasy
world, which is a stylistic fusion of Ancient

Russia with Scandinavian, Celtic and Eastern
traditions. The plot is about Princess
Miroslava being kidnapped by a dragon and

carried away into his castle on a remote

island. Mira is forced to leave everything behind to be held captive in the company of a
mysterious young man who she names Arman because he doesn’t remember his name.

The film is loosely based on Marina and Sergey Dyachenko's 1996 fantasy novel The
Ritual. (wikipedia )

(!!SPOILER ALERT!!)
(click to open transmogrifying animation link from the movie)
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